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1 Introduction

1 Introduction
As an absolute beginner in the world of Parkour, I have joined the Online Exploration
Group in November 2020. My internal state of ’being nervous and having a feeling of
insecurity that I am not able to contribute anything valuable to the group and the topic of
Parkour’ changed pretty fast to a pleasant state of ’well, this a motley group of interesting
people from all around the world that facilitates an exchange on equal terms and which
has the desire to dig deeper into the underlying principles of human movement, teaching
and learning’.
In the last weeks, we spoke a lot about the Weber-Fechner law and its possible applications
in various disciplines, which seems to be exceedingly valuable not only in those disciplines
but also in everyday life as well.
Because of my personal interest to explore more the world of Parkour and based on my
individual level, I picked three different pieces from the puzzle to which I want to apply
the Weber-Fechner law. These are:

• Precision Jump (from standing)

• Wall Run/Wall Climb Up

• Rail Balancing

In the next chapter I will introduce you to the Weber-Fechner law, which is followed by
three chapters which will be divided into

• the underlying physical principles of that movement

• factors which are involved in increasing/decreasing "subjective" and "objective/environmental"
intensity

• what my awareness focus will be

• what I will try to observe with that awareness

All the videos of my practice can be found here: https://youtube.com/playlist?
list=PLcG9dO9sgAAcYcywxrHIPGdDUz8ZO596E
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2 Weber-Fechner Law

2 Weber-Fechner Law
The Weber-Fechner law is a principle from the field of psychophysics, which deals with
the interrelationships between physical stimuli and psychological experience. Since the
mathematical relationship of the law is not relevant here, I will refer to an image from
Wikipedia that we often referred to during our webinars. Both bottom squares contain 10

more dots than the corresponding upper ones. While the amount of change (the absolute
change of dots) is the same, our visual system only senses the difference on the left side.
The sheer magnitude of dots makes it way harder to detect differences. The correct
approach here would actually be to use the same relative difference, i.e. the increase of
100% on the left side (from 10 points to 20) to the right side as well (i.e. from 110 points
to 220), so that a difference is similarly easy to see.
However, to bring this law into practice I have created a drawing as an example. The
idea is to keep nearly all the variables/intensity factors from each movement (the full list
can be found in each chapter) constant while only varying one or two of them. With this
approach, we can more easily detect changes and practice with a higher level of awareness.
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3 Precision Jump

3 Precision Jump
Physical Principle
Jump-off: Generating momentum by swinging the arms into extension, hinging at the
hips, then swinging the arms into flexion and extending at the hips
Landing: Landing with the balls of the feet, having an equal flexion at the ankles, knees
and hips for an optimal force distribution throughout the physical body structure
Intensity Factors

• distance

• height difference between jump-off and landing

• texture surface jump-off/landing (slippery, dry, wet, concrete, flat, rail, step, etc.)

• environment (weather, noises, performance pressure, audience, shoes, etc.)

Awareness Focus
Landing with the balls of my feet
Research/Relationship Focus
Where does the feeling of ease comes from?
Breakdown and Experiences
My intention here is to vary one variable from the intensity factors above while keeping
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3 Precision Jump

the other variables constant. Note: the environmental factor can only be controlled to a
certain degree.
Parkour Prep: I have used the preparatory movements from Flynn’s Basic Parkour Tasks
Doc (chapter Jumping & Landing) as a little "technical" warm-up.
Some snippets from the warm-up: https://youtu.be/L69nbyEpy54
Day 1: Variable: Distance
Playing around with equal height/slowly increasing distance precision jumps. Kept the
volume high, approx. 5 successful jumps at each distance, reached my max at about 9
feet, lost focus/awareness for details at that point.
Video 1: https://youtu.be/t7Sr7TJmWEU
Video 2: https://youtu.be/MzJmA9wbmNE
Day 2: Variable: Height + Distance
Jumping onto a step, slowly increasing distance. I realized here that I am neglecting to use
my arms when landing onto the step. I was overshooting more than undershooting. Fear
definitely played a role here...People were walking by which always makes me somehow a
little nervous when practicing. But this time I was more in a "being there/focus" state.
Video: https://youtu.be/2CACYTggqcY
Day 3: Variable: Height + Distance
Jumped from a bench to an object with a gap in between. Slowly increased the distance
until eight times the length of my feet. I have practiced each jumping distance until I felt
some kind of ease. At around 6 feet distance my heart rate went up. This was the first
time I had this in my practice. Somehow I liked this, because it sharpened my focus and
still everything was nowhere close to chaos/discomfort or fear. Beside the technical details
it felt like I entered a zone of growth/flow, because the challenge perfectly matched or
slightly was above my skills and my comfort zone.
Video: https://youtu.be/sSI4i-pF0ts
Day 4: Variable: Height + Distance
Jumped from a concrete table to an object with a gap in between and additional height
difference. Slowly increased the distance until eight times the length of my feet. Same
as day 3. It’s super interesting to see that I was not even close to my max jumping
distance, but at 8 feet I felt some sort of discomfort and some chaos was creeping up to my
mind. One can clearly see in the video that I nearly failed once at eight feet. After this
"undershoot" I was always "overshooting" the jumps after and was not able to change it.
Like the brain/body put a safety barrier into my jump that I need to overcome. Stopped
at this point, clearly too intense for me.
Video: https://youtu.be/JIVt0Nm-XHA
Day 5: Got kicked out by the caretaker after my warm-up jumps..
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3 Precision Jump

Day 6: Just slept 3 hours and got kicked out again..
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4 Vertical Wall Run

4 Vertical Wall Run
Physical Principle
Transferring forward momentum into a vertical, upward momentum by jumping and
using the friction of the feet touching the wall to overcome gravity, then using pull-push
combination to bring center of gravity over base of support
Intensity Factors

• height of the wall/first object to grab

• texture surface jump-off (slippery, dry, wet, flat, slip-proof, etc.)

• texture wall for the feet (slippery, dry, wet, flat, slip-proof, etc.)

• texture of the object first to grab when running up (handy, slippery, etc.)

• distance between jump-off and wall (water in between, etc.)

• environment (weather, noises, performance pressure, audience, shoes, etc.)

Awareness Focus
Distance between jump-off point and wall/technical details
Research/Relationship Focus
Where is the optimal jump-off point in regards to the wall? I am looking for a feeling of
ease here.
Breakdown and Experiences
My intention here is to play with the height variable while keeping the other variables the
same. Note: the environmental factor can only be controlled to a certain degree.
Day 1: Getting a feeling for the wall run/climb-up technique on different heights. A lot
of people walking by made me a little insecure. This was fun! Higher wall climb-ups
were easier than the lower ones. Probably because I have an "optimal height range" at
which I feel more comfortable because I don’t need to slow down so much. This feels very
coordinative, I feel like a better technique will help here a lot.
Video: https://youtu.be/fuFegTSlxgs
Day 2: Rainy weather made the wall surface slippery, I didn’t feel comfortable with that.
Personal note: I definitely need to work on my technique when approaching the wall.
Video: https://youtu.be/xRHl-Us3_lA
Day 3: Practice was not possible (way too rainy and slippery)
Day 4: Wuhu, practice was possible. My focus in this session was to improve my technical
abilities. Some of these wall-run’s felt pretty easy which was great. After looking at the
video one can clearly see that the first foot touching the wall was responsible for the
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4 Vertical Wall Run

experience "easy vs. not so easy". The more I used this foot to jump off vertically and
slightly way from the wall, the more I had the feeling of an easy wall-run. For a technical
tutorial I have used this video: https://www.instagram.com/tv/B6aRVQgnrMK/
Video: https://youtu.be/aygeloGMcOo
Day 5: Weather was good, but my phone died before I was able to start filming. A lot of
people were walking by which made me a bit uncomfortable at first but after having two
wonderful conversations with people who watched me I felt very confident. Technique is
getting better, my max wall run from day 1 feels somehow "easy" right now.
Day 6: Weather is awful, super unmotivated and tired af. Definitely lacking motivation to
practice and practicing alone
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5 Rail Balancing

5 Rail Balancing
Physical Principles
Keeping the center of gravity constantly over base of support
Intensity Factors

• height of the rail

• texture of the rail (stability, dry, wet, thickness, etc.)

• environment (weather, noises, performance pressure, audience, shoes, etc.)

• movements done on the rail

Awareness Focus
Eyes
Research/Relationship Focus What are my eyes naturally doing while balancing? Is
there anything that helps with balancing in regards to the eye focus?
Breakdown and Experiences
My intention here is to slowly integrate movements on the rail, while keeping the other
variables the same. Note: the environmental factor can only be controlled to a certain
degree.
Day 1: Sitting in a squat on the rail, slowly shifting eye focus to a point further away.
This made it a lot harder and I lost balance.
Video: https://youtu.be/m1hstPF_xQ8
Day 2: Sitting in a squat on the rail, then standing up and sitting down again. In the
video it’s clearly visible when I changed my eye focus point from a point on the ground in
front of me to a more peripheral vision everything got more wobbly and I lost balance.
Video: https://youtu.be/mcCtzWmMZQc
Day 3: Trying to walk on the rail which is still challenging for me. Totally different
feeling/control between eye focus and peripheral vision. Somehow the peripheral vision
practice got better after I focused on inner calmness in contrast to the external chaos (the
peripheral vision). I feel like the eye focus induces more calmness inside my body than
the peripheral vision. Let’s see if I can consciously alter that on my own.
Video (Eye Focus): https://youtu.be/-An6Durl4O4
Video (Peripheral Vision): https://youtu.be/nEkjwSHZmcI
Day 4: Same as day 3 but with backwards walking.
: Video (Eye Focus): https://youtu.be/uzB3A3wjZoo
Video (Peripheral Vision): https://youtu.be/9e6uysdQlCM
Day 5: Phone died (see Wall-Run’s)... The rail balancing is heavily influenced by my
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5 Rail Balancing

internal focus/emotional well-being that day. What’s super interesting as well is, that
balancing puts you in a meditative state in nearly a second.
Day 6: Worst day of my practice. Practiced for 10 minutes "everything and nothing" and
went home with a lousy facial expression.
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6 Summary and Conclusion

6 Summary and Conclusion
First of all, the Weber-Fechner law is a great tool for breaking down things (in this case
movements) into their underlying principles. The use case is incredibly huge and offers a
systematic approach to examine and testing ideas and concepts. Due to this systematic
approach and the subsequent scaling of the movements described above, differences in
terms of internal feelings could be easily measured and each could be more easily attributed
to the respective intensity factor. With this in mind, the application of the Weber-Fechner
law in teaching, practicing and learning, offers value and a guideline in terms of the
respective process to the teacher and the student as well.
In the following, I want to list several factors that influenced this project by a lot. This
includes factors that I was aware of before and factors I have noticed throughout the
project.
Emotional well-being (known): While the Weber-Fechner law is a helpful approach on
changing variables and detecting changes, all the subjective variables are missed which are
not easily manipulable and thus are not easily gaugeable. As stated above in the chapter
Introduction and Weber-Fechner Law, there is an additional variable - the emotional
well-being. In my practice within this project and my own personal practice I expected
and also experienced the same thing. No matter how well prepared you are, how much and
how good your sleep and nutrition was, if you are not feeling right that day, it won’t work
as good as you want it to be. I would rather have had less sleep and less preparation but
a positive and confident mood at that particular practice day than the other way round.
Although a proper warm-up and and putting yourself in the right mindset can help with
that, they are only changing things on a superficial level. This definitely shows where the
boundaries of such a project/approach are. At some point you cannot force it and need to
listen to yourself and your intuition. At the end this will never reflect the complex life
and its difficulties, but is rather a framework to work with. Keeping this in mind is really
helpful.
Weather (known: Especially in Covid times where gyms are closed and due to the
fact that the Parkour practice is a more environmental/outside practice, training inside
was never an option. I found one covered spot in Hamburg where I could practice the
Precision Jump and the Rail Balancing. This really helped with maintaining a practice
throughout the winter months. Unfortunately the weather was not as good in January
than in November and December and the rainy conditions made it very hard to practice
the Wall-Run more often... At some point the caretaker of the university where the
covered spot was kicked me out twice and somehow I got a little mad. Things were not
working out as planned. Ironically, this corresponds exactly to my idea of a project. Better
weather would have definitely improved my mood and allowed for even more training days.
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6 Summary and Conclusion

Definitely not the right time of the year to start such a project. But somehow the training
outdoors offered value as well. Fresh air, moving around, people talking to me, feeling
energized and refreshed were factors that were having a positive impact on my personal
Covid times.
Training alone (unknown): Puuuhh...A topic that I totally underestimated. In the
last 1.5 years I can remember only a handful of training sessions where I trained with a
partner/friend. Beside the strength and handbalancing I feel like the acrobatics sessions
were the only sessions where I could have really benefited from a collaborative partner.
As an introverted person training alone is wonderful. But the combination of covid pan-
demic/lockdown and the Parkour practice sparked some questions in me. Why do I miss
a partner when training/practicing Parkour? I cannot grasp the clear answer yet, but a
partner could possibly push me slightly out of my comfort zone from which my personal
Parkour development could have really benefited from. It’s not just about reaching sheer
numbers (e.g. strength training or handstands) it’s about exploring the environment,
finding spots, creating ideas, finding things that fit my/our skill level and much more. In
regard to all of this I am really missing a training partner. My practice seemed to be a
little "pale" lately...
Question - answer dependency (unknown): Flynn made me aware of this when he
asked me "How does the way you’re asking the question influence the answer?". A lot!
With regards to my project, examining it in such a systematic way gave me the oppor-
tunity to become aware of changes and possibly helped me to understand my learning
process. But at the same time such an approach somehow narrows my vision for the
bigger picture. Especially playing with these variables such as height, distance, etc. made
me somehow "robotic" because I was in need to find places where I can easily and sys-
tematically change them. That’s the reason why I was so bound to the covered spot
(not only because of the weather) but also because I was able to shift the concrete box
to jump on back and forth. In terms of my approach this was super nice, but at the
same time the way I have used this approach decreased my possibilities of trying out
other spots (because they were more "rigid" in a way). I feel like I have held on too
tightly to my idea of progressing with my approach of systematically changing variables. I
have learned things but I have also missed things. You cannot eat the cake and have it all...

Nevertheless I have enjoyed this project. Another tool is in my toolbox now, another tool
of putting life and processes in a more understandable and tangible way. I am thankful
for this wonderful group, I have loved each and every session with you guys! Love u xx
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